Overview of the worship scripts
from Dr. Marcia McFee
This Advent/Christmas series is designed
to give you everything you need–all
words, hymn and song suggestions,
choral and band suggestions, leader
introductions, etc. But also please know
that if you want to adapt to fit your current
order of worship–and we expect and
suggest that you do–you can easily lift
any of the suggested material and place it in a more familiar structure or change out any
of the suggestions (such as music) for something more beloved to your congregation.
This overview will give you a sense of what’s included each week in the order of
worship. The package also includes ideas for Visuals and Media, Small Group
Resource ideas and individual/family activities to complement the series. It also includes
some “sermon fodder” commentary to help jumpstart your own preparations.
The order of worship is the same each week. This goes with the concept I teach that
repetition is a good thing and a solid foundation is necessary in order to be creative
within it. Doing series can give you the opportunity to try on a slightly different order of
worship for a season but keep it the same during that season, therefore offering some
sense of familiarity and a rhythm. I have written a communion prayer for the series.
Insert it in the weeks when you do communion (I have on written into the Christmas Eve
service). If you do communion weekly, adapt my scripts by using that script as a model
for the other week’s communion prayers, tweaking it to fit each week’s theme. As
always, adapt the communion prayer to fit your tradition.
The “Anchor Image” (main metaphor) for the series is the stars of “heaven” and the
greenery of “nature.” We hope your sanctuary will be bursting with both of these–
perhaps growing in volume each week. My prayer is that this season of focusing on the
depths of joy–no matter what is
happening in our lives or the world–will
inspire your congregation to spread joy
through the ways they serve the needs
around them. And my prayer is that
these resources will make your season
of preparation and leadership more
joyful and that you will have time to
“sing” more fully in your own life.
Peace & Passion,
Dr. Marcia McFee
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GATHERING
(“Expansion of our Hearts”)
We gather together to worship the One Who Is Joy and as we come together, our hearts
are expanded. We remember that the heavens declare God’s praise as the sun rises
and light multiplies. And we witness that all of nature (including us) yearns to reach and
expand toward the Light so that all might know joy.
The visual space is set with the symbols of stars –if you did our “Calm and Bright” last
year, bring the stars back out and add more greenery! We hope you will find ways to
make the greenery spray upward from pots as if “singing!”

Prelude
Check out our Music Notes document for suggestions of handbell, organ and piano
arrangements of “Joy to the World” to use throughout the series.

Welcome and Announcements
Advent is a joyful time of hope and anticipation, so make this welcome upbeat,
hospitable, and brief. If you wonder about how to make announcements move along,
check out my blog about that HERE.
At the end of announcements, the theme song will begin.

Threshold (“Focusing on [Hopeful] Joy”)
A “threshold moment” is a concept I teach that introduces people to the journey and the
theme of the day at the beginning of the service so that everything is seen through that
lens. The threshold moment takes what we typically call an introit, call to worship and
opening prayer and puts it together in a moving experience of being immersed in the
theme. We’ve written a song that has a snippet of the “birthday” hymn, “Joy to the
World,” in it. It is an easy call and response song that your congregation will learn
quickly. Hold back some sprigs of greenery to process up the aisle from the back (think
Palm Sunday) during the threshold song!
This year’s series features a lighthearted drama each week by “The Wreath,” five
dramatists that will bring the theme of hope, love, joy and peace alive! They do not need
to memorize the script but a couple of rehearsals would work well! See a rough
rehearsal demonstration of this whole section HERE.

Opening Hymn/Song
We have chosen hymns (for more “traditional/classic” worship) and songs (for more
“modern/contemporary” worship) as suggestions. But you can also feel free to adapt our
suggestions, using something more beloved by your congregation if you choose.
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Passing the Peace
Each week the congregation is invited to say something specific to each other, based on
the four words [peace, joy, love, hope]. Children come forward at this time as the
congregation sings, “I’ve got the joy, joy, joy, joy, down in my heart!"

PROCLAIMING
(“Reception of God’s Word”)
As we open to receive the Word and interpret its meaning for our lives, we connect to
the depths of our being where the River of Joy is always flowing. We have only to dip
into it for, we have the “joy, joy, joy, joy, down in our hearts.”

The Children’s Time to Lead Us
As usual, our WDS Guest Expert, Mark Burrows, has written engaging and fun and
easy-to-put-together scripts for this time with children. Check your downloads for a
separate document with all the scripts. Mark has a fun way to make a pipe-cleaner,
tongue-depressor “Joy Stick” that will be fun for photo-ops! If you do a separate Family
Christmas Eve service, you can purchase a puppet play by Mark that takes the place of
the sermon in that service. It features four animals that were present at the birth.
Delightful! You can get that HERE.

Scriptures
The reader of the scriptures will offer an introductory paragraph that we have written for
them and then they read the scripture selections (this series is based on RCL readings,
Year A). The hymn “Joy to the World” is an interpretation of Psalm 98 so each week
there is a snippet of that Psalm that will have already been read as part of the threshold
moment at the beginning of the service. But I’m imagining you’ll want to incorporate it
into the sermon as well.

The Word in Music
This title is describing what is commonly called the “anthem” or “special music.” Again,
look to the Music Notes document for suggestions based on the myriad of songs about
joy that we ran across. You could also fill these slots with selections from the new Hope
Publishing cantata for this year, “Joy Has Dawned” (or do the whole thing one of the
Sundays in Advent if that is your tradition). Preachers, cantatas usually have dialogue
embedded. If your choir is doing a whole cantata one week, I encourage you to take a
look at it and adapt the wording to your own so you can possibly offer a perspective that
fits with the exegesis you’ve done on the scriptures and theme for the week.
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Sermon
See the Sermon Fodder document in the downloads for some commentary about each
week. But also look at the Small Group Study document for books on joy that we have
recommended. These are all great resources for sermon fodder, whether your
congregation is studying them or not.

Sung Response
This congregational sung response is a familiar Advent or Christmas selection (if you
are wondering what I think about whether or not to do Christmas carols in Advent, read
my blog HERE). Think about giving the musicians a cue for your last paragraph in your
sermon, or the concluding prayer, so they can come in softly underneath, helping to
create a sense that this sung response is part of the proclamation of the Word. Of
course, if your sermon goes in a direction that needs a different song than we
suggested, please feel free to adapt.

RESPONDING
(“Transformation of our Lives”)
Connecting with our deepest selves, we are able to accept that all of life resides within
joy’s possibilities–not only the happy moments, but also the sorrows and difficulties of
life. Like the work of our hearts, all that flows in can be given new life and pumped back
out with renewed oxygen, giving us strength and courage for all circumstances.

Prayers of the People
Music collaborator, Chuck Bell, has a piano solo of “Joy to the World” that he has
excerpted for your pianist to play as an introduction to prayer time. Since our main
metaphor in this series is “nature,” I have created a natural symbol for each service that
will introduce prayer time. Here is a sample from the first week:
“Each week we will use a metaphor from nature that has developed as our
Christmas traditions developed. These metaphors will help us pray now
and pray at home. You will find an insert in your worship guide with a way
that you can do something this week that may bring joy to you and that can
be seen as a way of praying–which is simply the act of becoming aware of
our connection to God, the source of Joy, the source of Hope.
Our series logo features a wreath and the Advent wreath is a time-honored
tradition for us. The use of wreaths goes back a long time to ancient Rome
when wreaths were hung on doors or worn on the head or given to Olympic
athletes in ancient Greece. It was a sign of victory or status. As we utilize it
today, we see it as a celebration of unity in its circular shape, as an
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adornment of joy and life and color in the midst of winter. And we
remember that true “victory” is when all people, all creation, no matter the
“stature” we give them, are lifted up and celebrated as a gift of the Creator,
when all things are allowed to sing. So let us enter some “quiet joy”–a time
of silence this day for contemplating these questions:
[these questions (or others you think of coming out of the sermon) can be
in the Worship Guide or on the screen]
What, or who, needs to be lifted up in hope this day?
Where have we fallen down in celebrating the beauty of each being?
How can we find a unity where all are included,
like the circle of the wreath?
What perspective needs to be shifted in order to embrace hope?
Are we contributing a voice of hope or a voice of negativity?”
[silence is kept for a time… you might want to offer more time than you
usually do in silence since there are questions to guide folks in their
reflection… perhaps even a place for journaling in the Worship Guide…]
The piano solo excerpt is played again to break the silence and then you can continue
to offer prayers in the way you are accustomed–pastoral prayer, bidding prayers, or
prayers from the congregation, ending with the Lord’s Prayer if that is your tradition.

SENDING FORTH
(“Compassion for Our World”)
Connecting to Joy can compel us to want this connection for all beings. We leave this
place “with passion” (com-passion) for adding our love, peace, hope, and joy to the
world.

Closing Hymn/Song
The closing song is an exclamation point on the theme for the day.
Again, always adapt to your context as needed. The idea is to have a strong ending!

Benediction and Benediction Song
In this series we have provided a simple four-fold movement benediction if you’d like to
try that, based on the four movements of the service, a “cycle of joy”–expansion,
reception, transformation, and compassion. Connecting joy to making the world a better
place is the idea here. A spoken benediction follows and then a “thread song” repeated
each week, “We’re Gonna Bring Joy to the World.” This tune is so catchy, I’ve been
singing it ever since I heard it the first time! Your folks will be whistling it as they go.
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We’re gonna bring joy to the world,
hope to the people.
We’re gonna give love that’s for everyone–
unconditionally!
We’re gonna make peace in our world,
God’s voice through us be heard.
As we look to one another,
a glimpse of holy we might see!

Postlude

I hope this helps you get an at-a-glance feel for the scripts!
See the synopses and scriptures for every worship experience in the series HERE
If you haven’t purchased the series yet (free to WDS members), click HERE
If you’d like to see past Advent/Christmas fully-scripted series, click HERE
www.worshipdesignstudio.com/joy
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